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SERVICE SIGNALING RECOVERY FOR MULTIMEDIA CONT
USING EMBEDDED WATERMARKS

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application claims the benefit of priority of U.S. Provisional Patent

Application No. 62/093,996, filed December 18, 2 4, the entire contents of which are

incorporated by reference as part of the disclosure of this document.

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0002] The subject matter of this patent document relates to management of

multimedia content and more specifically to facilitate access and delivery of metadata,

programs and services associated with a multimedia content based on watermarking

techniques.

BACKGROUND

[0003] The use and presentation of multimedia content on a variety of mobile and

fixed platforms have rapidly proliferated. By taking advantage of storage paradigms, such as

cloud-based storage infrastructures, reduced form factor of media players, and high-speed

wireless network capabilities, users can readily access and consume multimedia content

regardless of the physical location of the users or the multimedia content. A multimedia

content, such as an audiovisual content, can include a series of related images, which, when

shown in succession, impart an impression of motion, together with accompanying sounds, if

any. Such a content can be accessed from various sources including local storage such as

hard drives or optical disks, remote storage such as Internet sites or cable/satellite distribution

servers, over-the-air broadcast channels, etc.

[0004] In some scenarios, such a multimedia content, or portions thereof, may contain

only one type of content, including, but not limited to, a still image, a video sequence and an

audio clip, while in other scenarios, the multimedia content, or portions thereof, may contain

two or more types of content such as audiovisual content and a wide range of metadata. The

metadata can, for example include one or more of the following: channel identification,

program identification, content and content segment identification, content size, the date at

which the content was produced or edited, identification information regarding the owner and

producer of the content, timecode identification, copyright information, closed captions, and

locations such as URLs re advertising content, software applications, interactive services



conieni, and signaling that enables various services, and other relevant data that can be

accessed. n general, metadata is the information about the content essence (e.g., audio

and/or video content) and associated sendees (e.g., interactive services, targeted advertising

insertion).

[0005] Such metadata is often interleaved, prepended or appended to a multimedia

content, which occupies additional bandwidth, can be lost when content is transformed into a

different format (such as digital to analog conversion, transcoded into a different file format,

etc.), processed (such as transcoding), and/or transmitted through a communication

protocol/interface (such as HDM1, adaptive streaming). Notably, in some scenarios, an

intervening device such as a set-top box issued by a multichannel video program distributor

(MVPD) receives a multimedia content from a content source and provides the uncompressed

multimedia content to a television set or another presentation device, which can result in the

loss of various metadata and functionalities such as interactive applications that would

otherwise accompany the multimedia content. Therefore alternative techniques for content

identification can complement or replace metadata multiplexing techniques.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0006] FIG. 1 illustrates a system for providing automatic content recognition and

acquisition of metadata in accordance with an exemplar}- embodiment.

[0007] FIG. 2 illustrates another system and associated components that enables

automatic content recognition and acquisition of corresponding metadata in accordance with

an exemplary embodiment.

[0008] FIG. 3 illustrates a system diagram for a receiver device that includes a

watermark detector and a watermark client in accordance with an exemplary embodiment.

[0009] FIG. 4 illustrates the interfaces of a watermark detector in accordance with an

exemplary embodiment.

[ 0 0] FIG. 5 illustrates the interfaces of a watermark client in accordance with an

exemplary embodiment.

[ 0 ] FIG. 6 illustrates a watermark detector state diagram with associated transition

triggers in accordance with an exemplary' embodiment.

[0012] FIG. 7 illustrates a set of exemplars' operations that can be carried out to

acquire information related to a primary content in accordance with an exemplary

embodiment.



[0013] FIG. 8 is a exemplary system architecture that illustrates content redistribution

and service signal recovery in accordance with an exemplary embodiment.

[0014] FIG. 9 (A) is a simplified diagram of a content timeline, and associated

advertisements and interactive content that are presented in a parallel configuration.

[0015] FIG. 9 (B) is another simplified diagram of a content timeline, and associated

advertisements and interactive content that are presented in a nested configuration.

[0016] FIG. 9 (C) is another simplified diagram of a content timeline, and associated

advertisements and interactive content that are presented in a different nested configuration.

[0017] FIG. illustrates a system architecture for server-side advertisement insertion

after content redistribution in accordance with an exemplary embodiment.

[0018] FIG. illustrates a system architecture for client-side advertisement insertion

after content redistribution in accordance with an exemplary embodiment.

[0019] FIG. 12 is a simplified diagram of a content timeline and associated

advertisements that are inserted based on information obtained from watermarks that are

embedded in a main content.

[0020] FIG. 3 is a simplified diagram of a content timeline and associated operations

that can be conducted to enable presentation of an advertisement upon occurrence of a

channel change in accordance with an exemplary' embodiment.

[0021] FIG. 14 illustrates a set of exemplary operations that can be carried out for

presentation of an advertisement associated with a primary content in accordance with an

exemplary embodiment.

[0022] FIG. 15 illustrates a block diagram of a device that can be used for

implementing various disclosed embodiments.

SUMMARY OF CERTAIN EMBODIMENTS

[0023] The disclosed technology relates to methods, devices, systems and computer

program products that enable recovery of lost metadata associated with a primary content,

and enable presentation of interactive sendees and advertisements at specified time instances.

[0024] One aspect of the disclosed embodiments relates to a method for acquiring

information related to a primary content that includes accessing a primary content at a

receiver device, and extracting one or more watermark messages that are embedded in the

primary content to obtain a server code and an interval code. The one or more watermark

messages are extracted using a watermark detector. This method further includes initiating a

query to a metadata server based on information extracted from the one or more watermark



messages, and receiving service recovery information at the receiver device. The service

recovery information includes information that identifies one or more timed events, where

each timed event identifies an operation to be performed at a corresponding instance in time

as the primary content is being presented by the receiver device. The above noted method

further includes initiating one or more operations identified by the one or more timed events

at the corresponding instance(s) in time.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0025] In the following description, for purposes of explanation and not limitation,

details and descriptions are set forth in order to provide a thorough understanding of the

disclosed embodiments. However, it will be apparent to those skilled in the art that the

present invention may be practiced in other embodiments that depart from these details and

descriptions.

[0026] Additionally, in the subject description, the word "exemplary" is used to mean

serving as an example, instance, or illustration. Any embodiment or design described herein

as "exemplary" is not necessarily to be construed as preferred or advantageous over other

embodiments or designs. Rather, use of the word exemplary is intended to present concepts

in a concrete manner.

[0027] Service signaling is information included in a broadcast se dee other than the

main audiovisual program material which enables execution of a sendee function such as

interactive services and targeted ads insertion. It can provide descriptive information about

programming and associated sendees and program timing information that is important to

enable targeted advertising

[0028] However, as noted earlier, service signaling can be lost or not accurately

recovered at a downstream device after content redistribution and/or processing. For

example, a program can be distributed via a transmission interface or protocol, such as

HDMI, DVT, DLNA (Digital Living Network Alliance), DASH (Dynamic Adaptive

Streaming over HTTP), through which not all sendee signaling associated with the program

is transmitted from an upstream device (e.g., a cable set-top box or home gateway) to a

downstream device (e.g., a TV). As another example, the service signaling may not

presen'ed by all transcoders. Transcoding may be needed due to audio or video format or

codec incompatibility. For example, an in-home device (such as a tablet or a TV) that

receives redistributed content from a home gateway may not support advanced codecs such

as HEVC used for encoding the original video streams received by the home gateway from



an multichannel video program distributor (MVPD). In another case, transcoding may be

needed for various distribution protocols such as Real-time Transport Protocol (RTP),

Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP (DASH) or HTTP Live Streaming (HLS), which

are used by the home gateway for content redistribut on

[0029] To mitigate the issues that can arise from the loss of content metadata that are

carried in separate metadata channels is to embed watermarks into the content to enable

automatic content recognition (ACR) and metadata recovery. Watermarks can be embedded

in the audio and/or video portions of a conieni and are substantially imperceptible to a viewer

(or listener) of the content. Properly designed watermarks can be immune to various content

processing operations and channel impairments, such as compression and decompression,

cropping, scaling, transcoding, format conversion, noise addition, acoustic propagation,

optical (e.g., free space) transmission, digital-to-analog (D/A) and analog-to-digital (A/D)

conversions and the like.

[0030] Once the embedded watermarks are detected by a watermark detector (also

sometimes referred to as a watermark extractor), the payload of the watermark can be used to

identify the content and recover the metadata associated with the identified content. In ACR

applications, watermarks are often designed with a set of requirements that differ from

requirements that are imposed on other watermark detectors, such as copy control watermark

detectors. For example, in ACR applications it is critical to be able to recognize a content

very quickly. After a content is recognized, the associated metadata can be recovered to

enable various operations, such as receiving an additional content, performing dynamic

advertising insertion, or participating in an interactive opportunity. Further, the viewing

device (or an associated device) can be connected to the Internet (or more generally, to a

remote database) for the retrieval of the additional content, for participating in the interactive

opportunities or other services.

[0031] FIG. 1 illustrates a system for providing automatic content recognition for

content that is provided by a broadcaster or redistributor to a consumer device and acquisition

of interactive content that can be used for accommodating the disclosed embodiments. The

system of FIG. 1 is one example of an ecosystem that can accommodate, and benefit from,

the disclosed techniques. The system of FIG. 1 is compatible with the requirements of the

Advanced Television Systems Committee (ATSC), Inc., Call for Proposals For ATSC-3.0

AUTOMATIC CONTENT RECOGNITION WATERMARKING SOLUTIONS - ATSC

Technology Group 3 (ATSC 3.0) (S33 Doc. 067r3). It is understood, however, that the use of



the system in FIG. 1 is not strictly limited to ATSC technologies, and such a system can

enable access to a metadata associated with a content for non-ATSC technologies, as well.

[0032] In FIG. 1, the content is embedded with watermarks using a watermark

embedder 6 by a Domain Member 112 prior to broadcast. For example, such a Domain

Member 2 can be a content producer 4 or a Broadcaster . A Broadcaster 8 (which

can also be called a Redistributor) transmits the content to one or more user premises. Such

content is often received at a Receiver /4 such as a set top box (STB) 120, where

decompression and formatting operations may take place before the content is provided

(typically via a HDMI interface) to a viewing device, which is sometimes referred to as the

"Receiver" or the "Receiver Device" 124. Such a Receiver 1 /4 can be compliant with the

ATSC 3.0 standard. Decompression and formatting may alternatively take place within the

Receiver 124. The Receiver 124 which includes a watermark detector 126, examines the

received content for the presence of watermarks. The detection of watermarks may trigger

further actions such as identifying a domain name associated with the detected watermark

payload and sending a query to an identified Domain Server 08. Such a Receiver 24 can

operate as a client device which is communicatively connected to one or more servers and/or

other client devices.

[0033] It should be noted that while in some implementations, the Receiver 124 is a

separate component than the set-top box 120, in other implementations the Receiver 124 may

include, or be part of a larger device that includes, any one or combinations of additional

components such as a set-top box 120, a display, keyboard or other user interface devices, or

a watermark detector 126, as well as processors (e.g., microprocessors, digital signal

processors (DSPs), etc.) and other circuitry that may be needed for implementation of such

device, or devices.

[0034] The watermark structure in some exemplary embodiments includes the

following fields: a Domain ID and a Sequence ID. Each Domain ID is assigned by a central

authority to a Domain Registrant 6 who controls assignment and use of the Sequence ID

codes under that domain. Each Domain ID maps one-to-one to an Internet domain name

which is used to retrieve metadata associated with Sequence IDs in that domain. The Domain

Registrar 102 in FIG. 1 is a unique centralized entity responsible for registering such Domain

IDs and publishing the mapping between the Domain IDs and domain names to Domain

Lookup Servers 122. Domain registration is a process wherein a Domain ID is uniquely

assigned to a Domain Registrant 106 entity. The Domain Registrar 102 provides Domain

Registrant 106 with a process (e.g., designated as REGISTER in FIG. 1) to establish and



maintain the relationship between the Domain ID and a domain name (e.g., Internet format).

Multiple Domain IDs may be mapped to the same domain name. The Domain Registrar 2

further maintains a database of ail mappings from Domain IDs to domain names. The

Domain Registrar 102 employs a standardized protocol (e.g., designated as PUBLISH in FIG.

1) to publish new and modified domain mappings to Domain Lookup Services that can

include Domain Lookup Servers 122, as well as any other devices that may be needed to

implement Domain Lookup Services. This protocol used by the Domain Registrar 102

enables interoperability between the central Domain Registrar 02 and all Domain lookup

services. In some implementations, support for PUBLISH protocol is mandatory on both the

Domain Lookup Servers 122 and the Domain Registrar 102.

[0035] Domain Lookup Server(s) 122 maintain a copy of the Domain Registration

database which maps each registered Domain ID to a domain name and keeps it current using

the PUBLISH protocol with the Domain Registrar 02 . Domain Lookup Server(s) 122 also

employ a standardized protocol (e.g., designated as LOOKUP in FIG. 1) to provide domain

name mappings from the database in response to Domain ID lookup queries originated by the

Receivers 124. The use of a standardized LOOKUP protocol allows interoperability between

any Receiver 124 and any Domain Lookup Server 2. In some embodiments the Receivers

124 are ATSC-compatib!e or ATSC-complaint. That is, those Receivers 124 comply with

ATSC requirements, such as those under ATSC 3.0.

[0036] Domain Servers 8 can be Internet servers that ssible at the domain

name associated with a registered Domain ID and can provide metadata to Receivers 124 in

response to queries triggered by watermark detections. In some implementations, queries

employ a standardized message protocol (e.g., designated as QUERY in FIG. 1). A query is

initiated by a Receiver 124 and provides the Domain Server 108 with a Domain ID and

Sequence ID. The Domain Server 08 responds with available metadata (e.g. broadcast

channel identifier, a broadcast segment identifier, a timecode, a signaling) associated with the

provided Domain ID and Sequence ID. Domain Servers 108 are not required to provide data

for all required data fields available for all queries. In some embodiments, support for the

QUERY protocol is mandatory on all Receivers 124 and Domain Servers 108 in order to

enable interoperability among all Receivers 124 and content. This protocol enables

interoperability between all Receivers 124 and a l Domain Servers 108 and support may be

mandatory' on both the Receivers 124 and the Domain Servers 108.

[0037] Domains are managed via coordinated interaction between a Domain

Registrant 6 and Domain Members 2 (entities withm a domain). Domain Management



0 includes allocation of Sequence IDs within the domain to Domain Members 2,

assignment of Sequence IDs to content segments, management of Sequence ID usage by

watermark embedders 1 6, and/or distribution of metadata associated with Sequence IDs to

Domain Servers 08. Standardization of protocols or processes for these functions may be

valuable to obtain interoperability of professional systems, but is not essential for

interoperability of devices. Domain Management 110 may include analysis of the digital

broadcast stream which contains both audiovisual broadcast content and multiplexed digital

metadata to decode both watermarks and embedded digital metadata and automatically

establish the association between watermark payloads present in the audio and video essence

of the broadcast content and digital metadata present and associated with the same essence in

the broadcast stream for population of the Domain Servers 8. Domain Management 10

may also include functions, devices and interfaces that allow Broadcasters 1 8 or Content

Producers 4 to edit the metadata extracted from the broadcast content or add new metadata

for population of the Domain Servers 108.

Θ038] In one example implementation, a 50-bit payload can be embedded in every

1.5 seconds of the content. In this example, the watermark payload can be standardized with

the following structure: [Payload Type: 2] [Payload:48] That is, the right-most 48 bits are

designated to carry the payload and the 2 left-most bits are designated to carry the Payload

Type. For example, the Payload Type values can be in the range 0 to 3, where a "0"

designates a Reserved payload type, a ' 1" designate a Large Domain payload type, a "2"

designates a Medium Domain payload type, and a "3" designates a Small Domain payload

type. The payload type values can thus each describe the structure of the payload.

[0039] The Domain field from any structure can be mapped into a unique Domain ID

by prepending the Payload Type value to the Domain field and zero-padding (on the right) to

32 bits. For ASCII encoding, the Domain ID can be represented as an 8-character

hexadecimal value. Domain field value of 0 can be reserved in all domains. The Sequence

field from any structure can be mapped directly into a Sequence ID. For ASCII encoding,

hexadecimal representation of the Sequence field (leading zeroes optional) can be utilized.

Sequence IDs with decimal value of 024 or less can be reserved for use as Control Codes.

Control Codes are currently reserved.

[0040] The trigger bit, when set (e.g. to a value of "I"), can inform the Receiver 124

of an event that may activate the Receiver 4 to perform various operations such as

requesting metadata from the Domain Server 108. It can indicate that further services or

features, such as interactive content or advertising insertion associated with the Sequence ID



is available o the Receiver 124 from the Domain Server 108 associated with the payload's

Domain ID. In some implementations the trigger field can include multiple bits.

[0041] The watermark payload can undergo various coding, modulation and

formatting operations before being embedded into a content. For example, the payload may

be eiTor correction code (ECC) encoded, scrambled, interleaved with other packets, appended

with a synchronization or registration header, encrypted or channel coded to form a sequence

of bits with particular characteristics. Once embedded into a host content, the embedded host

content can be processed by a watermark extractor to recover the embedded watermark bits

(or, more generally, symbols), and perform the reverse of the above coding, modulation or

formatting schemes to recover the payload. In some instances, statistical techniques are used

to recover the embedded symbols from the content using multiple instances of embedded

watermarks.

[0042] FIG. 2 provides another exemplary system that can accommodate, and benefit

from, the disclosed embodiments, while conforming to ACR requirements of ATSC 3.0. It is

understood, however, that the use of the system in FIG. 2 is not strictly limited to ATSC

technologies, and such a system can enable access to a metadata associated with a content for

non-ATSC technologies, as well. Several components that are shown in FIG. 2 can find

analogous counterparts in FIG. 1. For example, the Server Registrar 202 and the Domain

Registrar 102; the Content, Signaling and Metadata Server 212 and Domain Server 108; and

the Server Lookup Sendee/Server 204 and Domain Lookup Server 122 can ca out

analogous operations. The various components in FIG. 2 are further described below. A

Server Registrar 202 is established by ATSC for the purpose of registering ATSC Domains

and assigning to each a unique Server Code. Registrants inform the Registrar of a Server

Name, which is the Internet domain name or URL at which metadata services associated with

the Code Domain are located. The Server Registrar publishes the Server Code and associated

Server Name to the Server Lookup Services 204.

[0043] One or more Server Lookup Services are established. These services may be

operated by ATSC, the Server Registrar 202, Content Owners, ATSC Receiver

manufacturers, or a third party. Each Server Lookup Service 204 maintains a database of all

Server Code/Server Name associations published by the Server Registrar 202 and responds to

lookup requests from ATSC Receivers 206. The Server Lookup Services 204 do not need to

access or store any broadcast metadata; they simply provide ATSC Receivers 206 with access

to Server Names associated with Server Codes detected from broadcast watermarks.



[0044] A Content Source 214, acting either as a Server Registrant or in concert with a

Server Registrant, associates a valid registered Server Code and one or more unique Interval

Codes and maps them to intervals of broadcast content essence. The Content Source 214

embeds those codes in the broadcast content using a Watermark Inserter 2 6 prior to delivery

of the broadcast content to an MVPD 218 via, in some instances a set top box (STB) 210.

The Sever Code can be analogous to the Sequence D described in the exemplary watermark

payload above.

[0045] The Interval Codes and the metadata for those same intervals of broadcast

essence (e.g. any interactive content, signaling, metadata, triggers, channel identifier, media

timeline timecode, etc.) are associated together in a database which is provided to a Content,

Signaling, and Metadata Server ("CSM Server") 2 2 . Content Sources 2 4 may associate

and embed watermarks continuously throughout their program material using sequentially

increasing Interval Codes (e.g., analogous the Sequence ID described in the exemplary

watermark payload above), may embed watermarks only in those intervals of content where

interactive services are enabled, or may embed an Interval Code repeatedly through a

program segment where an interactive service is available but does not require timing

precision. Content Sources 214 may register additional Code Domains in advance of

depleting the Interval Code space associated with a given Server Code and may associate

newly assigned Server Codes with the same Internet domain name to maintain infrastructure

continuity.

[0046] The CSM Server 212 responds to various requests from ATSC Receivers 206,

including delivery of signaling and interactive content based on interactive service data

received from a complete broadcast stream. The CSM Server 212 also responds to code

metadata queries, in which a query containing the watermark payload (e.g. in the ASCII

representational format) is submitted by the WM Client 208 in an ATSC Receiver 206, with a

request for metadata associated with the interval of broadcast content. The metadata included

in the response provided by the CSM Server 212 may include channel identifiers, timecodes,

content or segment identifiers, triggers, etc. It should be noted that while metadata sendees

can be hosted in the same servers as the content and signaling services, they may alternatively

be hosted on different servers from those used for content and signaling services.

[0047] To enable the architecture that is depicted in FIG. 2, open standards can be

provided for the following three network protocols: PUBLISH, LOOKUP, and QUERY.



[0048] PUBLISH is a protocol whereby the Server Registrar 202 notifies interested

ecosystem participants of a newly established or updated mapping between a Server Code

and an Internet domain name and publishes the association to Server Lookup Sendees 204.

[0049] LOOKUP is a protocol whereby an ATSC Receiver 206 can submit a Server

Code to a Sen'er Lookup Service 204 and receive a response containing the associated Server

Name which has been most recently published by the Sen er Registrar 202.

[0050] QUERY is a protocol whereby an ATSC Receiver 206 can submit a Server

Code and Interval Code to a CSM Server 212 and receive ATSC metadata (e.g. channel,

timecode, interactive services triggers, etc.) associated with the specified interval of broadcast

content.

[0051] The systems of FIGS. I and 2 thus, through the use of watermarks, enable

advanced presentation features when reliable metadata about the content, timing, and desired

presentation features is not delivered to the client device with the content.

[0052] One use case for such watermarks is to provide interactive applications that

enhance audio/Video experience of viewers. In this scenario, the receiver uses information

that it obtains from the extracted watermarks to access a web based server and to download

secondary content, which can be used to enhance the primary content: such a secondary-

content is typically presented in synchronization with the primary content. The secondary

content can be also created simultaneously with the first content, and linking them through

watermarks may be done by the content producers. The secondary content can include T-

commerce, director's commentasy, character background, alternate language tracks, statistics

of athletes in a sport event, etc.

[0053] Another use case for the disclosed technology can be the insertion or

replacement of interstitial content such as advertisements and promotions which are not the

same for all viewers. Such advertisement and promotions may be selected based on various

factors such as known viewer preferences, viewer location (which may be determined based

on the viewer's IP address), the time at which content is being viewed, or other factors.

These are generally referred to as "targeted ads." Typically targeted ads are performed under

the control of a content distributor that uses the embedded watermarks to ca y information

that is obtained by the client device to recover insertion instructions. Further use cases

include audience measurement, rights administration, proof of performance, etc.

[0054] The detectors that are designed to detect such watermarks for ACR and other

above noted applications, are often designed with a set of requirements that differ from

requirements that are imposed to other watermark detectors, such as copy control t rmark



detectors. For example, time to the first watermark payload detection is more important for

ACR watermarks compared to a copy control watermarks because of, for example, the

importance of enabling synchronized presentation of a secondary content with a primary

content. Also for ACR detectors it is desirable to report the timing of watermark boundaries

as precise as possible. Finally, for ACR detectors it is desirable detect changes in the content

rendering timeline. For example when a user decides to switch from one content to another,

or choses to skip forward or backward within a content, the ACR detector should recognize

such an action as fast as possible and to report it to the entities or applications at the higher

levels of hierarchy. It should be noted that the term ACR detector is not used to limit the

scope of the disclosure to automatic content recognition application. But rather ACR

provides one example use of the disclosed technology and is used to illustrate the underlying

concepts.

[0055] One of the basic assumption in descri bing some of the disclosed embodiments

is that the watermark carries a string of digital symbols (which can be represented as a binary

string). This string typically carries a synchronization portion (or a header portion), followed

by a payload portion, and error correction and/or error detection strings. The watermark

payload can also cam' information about the primary content's timeline. Typically, this is

achieved by including a field within the watermark payload (or a separate watermark) that

constitutes a counter, which is incremented for each subsequent watermark. By detecting the

watermark counter and knowing the watermark's extent (e.g., the duration or length of the

primary content that each watermark occupies), the starting point within the primary content

where watermark embedding started can be calculated. The watermark payload can further

contain additional fields, such as an content ID, a channel ID, or a trigger flag. The trigger

flag may signal to the device to perform predefined actions. For example, a trigger flag can

signal to the receiver to halt any modification of audio and video in the primary content.

Such a flag may be useful when the primary audiovisual content introduces an emergency

alert that should not be disturbed.

[0056] Example Architecture For Watermark Detector : n the sections an

example architecture for implementation of a watermark detector and associated components

within a receive device is described. In these sections, it is assumed that a primary content

includes what is called a VP 1 watermark, which has a structure and payload that is in

compliance with the ATSC watermarks described in connection with FIGS. 1 and 2 . It is,

however, understood that the underlying concepts can be equally applicable to non-ATSC

implementations.



[0057] Some of examples described below relate to receiver resolution of VP1

watermarks to recover ATSC service signaling from content received via redistribution.

ATSC service signaling is the information included in the ATSC transmission stream which

is not carried over redistribution networks, such as content and sendee identification

signaling, ad insertion signaling, interactive sen-ice signaling, usage monitoring signaling,

and hybrid service signaling.

[0058] FIG. 3 is a system diagram illustrating a watermark-enabled receiver 326 that

is configured to include a watermark detector 320 and a watermark client 3 , with a

functional relationship to service functions in the receiver 326. An set of exemplary function

are illustrated in FIG. 3 as: Audio/Visual Synchronization Function 306, Advertisement

Insertion Function 308, Hybrid Service Function 3 0, Interactive Service Function 3 2 and

Usage Monitoring Function 314. The above noted Functions are in communication (e.g., via

the Internet 304) with Service Function Server(s) 302 to send and receive information, data

and signals. In cases, where the content is received at the receiver device 326 through an

ATSC 3.0 interface 322, the service signaling that is provided with the received content is

expected to be readily obtained by standard service and signaling decoding 3 6. The purpose

of the watermark detector 320 and watermark client 3 8 is to provide service signaling that is

included in the over-the-air sendee to sendee functions of the receiver 326 in circumstances

when the broadcast content is received over redistribution networks (redistribution interface

324 of the receiver 326) that do not deliver this information. Examples of service signaling

which may be included in an over-the-air transmission but may not be delivered to receivers

via redistribution channels include information for A/V synchronization (e.g. SMPTE 2064

A/V fingerprint data), dynamic ad insertion triggers and content, hybrid broadcast/broadband

sendees (such as alternate audio and video overlay content), interactive services (e.g.

HbbTV), and usage monitoring. Service signaling can be delivered from the sendee function

server(s) 302 to service functions in the form of Sendee Messages (data elements which are

passed directly to sendee function) or Sendee Files (data elements encapsulated in files

which are delivered to a prescribed location in the file system for access by sendee

functions).

[0059] In some exemplary embodiments, and as shown in FIG. 3, the watermark

detector 320 accepts uncompressed audio as its input from the redistribution interface 324

and outputs watermark events which describe the watermark segments present in the input

audio stream. The watermark client 3 8 receives information, including watermark events,

from the watermark detector 320 and uses those information within a protocol (e.g., a



standardized protocol) to retrieve service signaling associated with the detected watermark

codes from signaling recovery servers, such as the service function server(s) 302 shown in

FIG. 3 . In some embodiments, a signaling recovery server is an HTTP file server which

delivers service recover}' information associated with a particular broadcast service to

watermark-enabled ATSC receivers via broadband. The watermark events and service

recovery- information obtained from signaling recovery servers are used by the watermark

client 318 to produce ATSC service signaling, which is provided to various modules or

components in the receiver device 326. The watermark client 3 8 also reports information on

the watermark state to service functions (e.g., when polled), including whether a watermarked

segment is being presented and, if so, the service identifier and service time.

[0060] A more detailed illustration of the watermark detector 400 component

interfaces is provided in FIG. 4 . One input to the detector is audio input stream. It is

assumed that such audio is in uncompressed format. In FIG. 4, Receiver Presentation Time

(sometimes referred to as "receiver time") is shown as an input to the watermark detector. It

is assumed that watermark detector has a means to determine the receiver presentation time,

which are values on the receiver presentation timeline (i.e., a timeline on which an input

audio stream to the watermark detector is presented, synchronized to the video, sometimes

also referred to as "receiver timeline"). The means with which the watennark detector

receives this information can be implementation-dependent, and it may only require precision

up to a video frame period. The watermark detector 400 may also output a receiver

presentation time function which will output the receiver presentation time associated with

the input audio most recently received by the watermark detector 400. The watermark

detector 400 may provide a Timer event Request (T R) function which schedules a Timer

(T ) event for emission when a specified receiver presentation time is reached in the input

audio. Tire watermark detector 400 is not required to support more than one simultaneous

pending Timer event Request. In some embodiments, requests to schedule a Timer event

when another Timer event request is pending causes the prior pending request to be replaced

by the subsequent request.

[0061] Detector event is another output that is provided to the watermark client

component. The indications and functionalities associated with the interfaces of watennark

detector 400 of FIG. 4 are described in further detail in later sections of this document.

[0062] FIG. 5 is a simplified diagram that illustrates the interfaces associated with the

Watermark Client 500 component in accordance with an exemplary embodiment. The

watermark clients 500 provides watermark state and ATSC service signaling to service



functions during the presentation of watermark segments of content received from

redistribution networks. The Timer Request, Receiver Presentation Time, and Detector Event

are interfaces to the watermark detector 500. The Recovery File and Service File interface

from the network is an HTTP interface to a signaling recovery server, from which the

described files are obtained. The recovery file is a file containing recovery information and

service signaling in accordance with the disclosed embodiments. The service file is a file

which conforms to a standardized service signaling specification (e.g. SMPTE "FT, etc.). The

Service Message interface to the service functions supports message delivery from the

watermark client 500 to designated ATSC service functions. The Service File interface to the

service functions supports delivery of files retrieved from the broadband network by the

watermark client 500 in a receiver file-system location in a manner that is visible to and

accessible by sendee functions. The indications and functionalities associated with the

interfaces of watermark client 500 of FIG. 5 are described in further detail in later sections of

this document.

[ΘΘ63] A watermark detector of the disclosed embodiments can be described as

moving between three different states: an unmarked content state, a marked content state and

a gap state. An unmarked content does not include an embedded watermark; a marked

content includes embedded watermarks; and a gap state is indicative of a content that is

assumed to have embedded watermarks which can not be detected due to detection of a gap.

FIG. 6 shows a detector state machine with possible transition triggers and associated actions

based on the above described states. In some embodiments, when detector is initialized it is

placed in the unmarked content state. FIG. 6 also shows "events" that describe the detection

of a change of state of watermark segments, and include: Watermark Segment Start (WSS),

Watermark Segment End (WSE), Gap Start (GS), Gap End (GE), and Trigger (TR) events.

[0064] Gap Start, Gap End and Trigger events occur only between Watermark

Segment Start and Watermark Segment End events (i.e., during a watermarked segment).

[0065] A Watermark Segment Start event is output from the watermark detector when

a watermark code is detected in the input primary content which does not have continuity

with a previously detected watermark code. Continuity exists when successive watermark

codes conform to the watermark segment embedding specification. For example, those

watermarks can have the same Server Code, successive Interval Codes, the same trigger bit

status, and a watermark code spacing of .5 seconds. A Watermark Segment Start event can

cause a transition from the Unmarked Content State to the Marked Content State, or a



transition from the Marked Content State to the same state when caused by detection of a

discontinuous watermark code.

[0066] A Gap Start event is output from the watermark detector when a watermark

code is not detected with continuity from the primary- content following a previous watermark

code. In some embodiments, the Gap Start event is accompanied by a low audio condition

that indicates that, for example, the audio sample or energy values are zero or are below a

predetermined threshold. A Gap Start event causes a transition from the Marked Content

State to the Gap State.

[0067] A Gap End event is output from the watermark detector when, following a

Gap Start event, a low audio condition is no longer present or when a watermark code is

detected. A Gap End event causes a transition from the Gap State to the Marked Content

State. Based on experiments conducted by the inventors, disturbances, such as channel

change, skip forward or skip back, in the playback of a digital television broadcast produces

brief intervals of low or zero content activity, such as silence intervals. In scenarios dither

embedding s used during, or prior to, content distribution to embed watermark messages

even in low activity content sections, a failure to detect watermarks from low audio sections

of a received content is a strong indication that a content interruption due to a user action

(e.g., channel change, skip ahead, etc.) has taken place. In some scenarios, detection of such

content interruptions causes the associated interactive secondary content to be suspended.

[0068] A Watermark Segment End event is output when the watermark detector

determines that a watermark code cannot be detected with continuity in the primary content

following a previous Watermark Segment Start event and a low audio is not present. A

Watermark Segment End event is only output based on a failure to detect a continuous

watermark code: it is not output when a discontinuous watermark code is detected (in this

case, a Watermark Segment Start event is output). A Watermark Segment End event causes a

transition from the Marked Content State to an Unmarked Content State.

[0069] A Trigger event is output from the watermark detector when the value of the

Trigger field of a watermark code is determined to have changed between consecutive

watermark codes in a watermark segment. When a Trigger event occurs, the watermark

detector outputs the watermark code, and the timing information associated with the detected

watermark (e.g., content timeline at which the trigger event occurred, starting boundary of the

watermark payload carrying an instance of a watermark code, etc .

[0070] Referring again to FIG. 6, the only event that can cause the detector to exit the

unmarked content state is detection of a watermark, which triggers a Watermark Start



Segment event in conjunction with a query to the web server to access metadata and

transition to Marked Content State. In Marked Content State, there are four possible events.

First, it is possible to detect the trigger flag, which again causes a Trigger event in

conjunction with a query to the web server to access metadata, but the detector remains in the

Marked Content State. When a discontinuous watermark code is detected, it causes a

Watermark Segment Start event in conjunction with a query to the web server to access

metadata, while the detector remaining in the Marked Content State. This scenario

corresponds to content transition without a gap detection.

[0071] n some scenarios, when no watermarks are found over a predefined time

interval of T seconds (including continuously failing prediction attempts) the Watermark End

Event is signaled, signifying that content has been switched and all interactivity should be

canceled.

[0072] From the Gap State, a transition to the Marked Content State is possible when

a watermark is detected or watermark prediction succeeds (e.g., mismatch between predicted

and extracted bit patterns is below a threshold). Also when watermark detection fails, but

high activity content (e.g., an increased audio energy) is found before a predefined time

interval of T seconds expires, the detector exits the Gap State and transition to the Marked

Content State, as part of a Gap End event. When watermark detection fails over the

predefined time interval, detector signals Watermark Segment End event, signifying that all

interactivity should be canceled upon transitioning from the Gap State to the Unmarked

Content State.

[0073] The above-described state machine architecture enables systematic access to

metadata at a remote server based on a state of the watermark detector and particular events

that cause transitions to different states.

[0074] Another event associated with the disclosed watermark detectors is a Timer

(TI) event that is output from the watermark detector when the receiver presentation time

reaches the time specified in a Timer Request (TIR) function during a watermark segment.

This value is reported with the event. The Table below shows an exemplar}' set of

information that are reported along with each watermark-related event. It should be noted

that the reported information in this Table is provided to serve an example of possible

reported information, and fewer or additional information may be reported in certain

applications.



[0075] In above Table, receiver codestamp is a codestamp produced by a detector

associating a detected watermark code with a time on the receiver presentation timeline.

Watermark code is the information carried in an instance of the watermark payload, such as a

Server Code value, Interval Code value, and a Trigger Bit value. When a receiver codestamp

is reported, it includes the detected watennark code and the receiver presentation time

associated with the starting boundary of the watennark code in the input audio. When a

receiver presentation time is reported, it is the time in receiver timeline where the reported

event was determined to have occurred in the input audio.

[0076] The watennark state interface to the watermark client provides real-time

information about the state of the sen- ice as determined by the watermark client and

watermark detector. This includes a state indicator (Inactive, Active, Gap), a Service

Identifier, and a Service Time. In the Inactive state, the Service Identifier and Service Time

correspond to the most recent active content segment presented by the receiver. Service time

is a time on a se dee timeline designated as a primary reference for synchronization of events

to the watermark. Sendee Identifier is an for broadcast service associated with the

watermarked content.

[0077] In the Active state, the Sendee Identifier and Sendee Time correspond to the

content currently being presented by the receiver. Inactive state indicates that the content

being presented by the receiver does not carry the service recover} watennark. Active state

indicates that the content being presented by the receiver carries the service recovery-

watermark, service recovery information is available, and the watermark detector has

timecode synchronization to the content. Gap state indicates that the content being presented

by the receiver carries the service recovery watennark, sendee recover}' information is

available, but the watennark detector does not have timecode synchronization to the content

(e.g. the content may be paused, in trick-play mode, or there may be content processing

which is disrapting watennark detection). Changes to the watermark state are announced to

service functions by the watermark client when they occur.



[0078] In some embodiments, the sen-ice time is polled from the watermark client by

service functions. In Active state, the service time is equal to the receiver presentation time

translated to the sendee timeline per the timestamp calculations that are described later in this

document. In Gap state, the sendee time is equal to the receiver presentation time reported

by the watermark detector in the Gap Start event translated to the sen-ice timeline. In Inactive

state, the Service Time is undefined. In some embodiments, the initial state of the watermark

client is Inactive.

[0079] Watermark Client Internal State : The watermark client can maintain a Timed

Event Queue (TEQ) which is a queue of timed events ordered by time on the receiver

presentation timeline. It should be noted that the timed events that are referenced in this

section and sections that follow refer to events related to the Recovery File that is arranged to

occur at particular instances of time. These timed events, which are further described in this

patent document, should not be confused with watermark events produced by the watermark

detector, namely watermark segment start event, watermark segment end event, gap start

event, gap end event, trigger event and timer event. In particular, timed events that are

conveyed through the recovery file(s) indicate that the receiver should perform an action at

the time specified by the timed event. The action can be specified by the Event Type field of

a timed event (e.g., can be one of File Delivery, Message Delivery-, Query Event, or Null, as

described in the sections that follow). A timer event, on the other hand, is an output of the

watermark detector. For example, the value of the timer event is set by the watermark client

via a timer event request (TIR); when the media time tracked by the watermark detector

reaches the timer value, the detector fires the timer event to inform the watermark client.

[0080] The TEQ enforces uniqueness of Event Identifiers such that when a timed

event is added to the TEQ, any othe event on the TEQ with the same Event Identifier is

deleted from the TEQ regardless of the value of other data elements in the timed events. The

watermark client also maintains current Service Identifier and Service Timestamp values

based on information received in a Recovery File. In some embodiments, these have initial

value NULL. The watermark client tracks the watermark detector state (Inactive, Active,

Gap) based on the receipt of watermark events from the watermark detector. Internal state

data persists across changes to the watermark state. In some embodiments, the watermark

client also maintains an internal value for Trigger Slack. Trigger slack is an amount of

service time (e.g., in seconds) beyond trigger detection which is suggested for trigger query.



[0081] Watermark Detector Event Processing : The following sections describes

exemplary operations that are carried out as part of the processing the various events that

were described earlier.

[0082] Watermark Segment Start. Event : Upon receipt of a watermark segment start

(WSS) event from the watermark detector, the watermark client's may perform the following

actions:

[0083] 1) Clear the TEQ.

[0084] 2) ssue a query as defined in the Query Protocol (described below) to obtain a

Recovery File.

[0085] 3) Process the Recovery File (described below).

[0086] 4) Set the Watermark State to Active

[0087] Watermark Segment End Event : Upon receipt of a watermark segment end

(WSE) event from the watermark detector, the watermark client transitions to Inactive state

and the Timer event Request (TIR) is cleared.

[0088] Gap Start Event : Upon receipt of a gap start (GS) event from the watermark

detector, the watermark client may perform the following:

[0089] ) Set the Watermark State to Ga .

[0090] 2) Clear the TIR.

[0091] Gap End Event : Upon receipt of a gap end (GE) event from the watermark

detector, the watermark client may perform the following:

[0092] 1) Set the Watermark State to Active.

[0093] 2) Update the Sendee Time to receiver presentation time translated to the

Sen-ice Timeline per the timestamp computation operations (described below).

[0094] 3) Remove all timed events from the TEQ whose Deliver} Time is earlier than

the Service Time. Delivery' Time is the time on the segment timeline when the corresponding

event is scheduled to occur.

[0095] 4) Schedule a Timer event Request (TIR) for the Delivery Time of the first

timed event on the TEQ.

[0096] Trigger Event : Upon receipt of a Timer (TR) event from the watermark

detector, the watermark client may add a Query event to the TEQ with Event Time equal to

receiver presentation time plus a randomly selected value between 0 and Trigger Slack.

Setting of the Event Time in this manner is a practical measure that spreads, in time, the

potentially large number of queries that could be simultaneously triggered from a multitude

of client devices in response to the detection of a trigger bit.



[0097] Timer Event : As a preliminary note, the "Event Type" that is used in the

following description of timer event corresponds to the Event Type that is received as part of

the recovery file. As noted earlier, the timed events of the recovery file should not be

confused with watermark events (e.g., watermark start segment, gap start, etc.) that are output

from the watermark detector.

[0098] Upon receipt of a Timer (Ί Ί ) event from the watermark detector, the

watermark client may perform the following:

[0099] 1) Remove the first event from the TEQ.

[0100] 2) Process the removed event as follows:

[0101] A) If the Event Type is File Delivery and the Service Function is

present and active (e.g., supported by the receiver device and currently in operation), request

the identified file from the identified URL and for delivery to the specified Service Function.

[0102] B) If the Event Type is Message Delivery and the Service Function

specified in the event is present and active, pass the message to the identified Service

Function.

[0103] C) If the Event Type is Query event, issue a Query followed by-

Recovery File Processing.

[0104] D) If the Event Type is Null, no action is taken.

[0105] 3) Set a Timer event Request (TIR) in the watermark detector for the Event

Time of the first event on the TEQ, translated to the receiver presentation timeline per the

timestamp calculation protocol (described below).

[0106] 4) If another Timer (TI) event is signaled while a T event is being processed,

complete processing of the current TI event and then process the subsequent T event.

[0107] Internal Watermark Client Functions

[0108] Recover} File Processing : The following steps can be performed as part of

recovery file processing:

[0109] I) Compute a Service Timestamp using the receiver Codestamp from the

watermark detector and the Service Codestamp from the Recover}' File (RF) and store in the

watermark client internal state.

[0110] 2) Store the Service Identifier from the RF in the watermark client internal

state.

[0111] 3) Store the Trigger Slack from the RF in the watermark client internal state

(or 0, if Trigger Slack is not specified).

[0112] 4) For each timed event in the RF:



[0113] A) If the Delivery Time for the timed event is earlier than the Sendee

Time, discard the timed event without adding it to the TEQ.

[0114] B) If Event Type is File Deliver}' Event and the Service Function is

present and active, add the timed event to the TEQ with Event Time sufficiently in advance

of the Delivery Time to enable timely delivery (based on Size).

[0115] C) If Event Type is Message Delivery event and the Service Function

is present and active, add the timed event to the TEQ with Event Time equal to Delivery

Time.

[0116] D) If Event Type is Query, add the Query event to the TEQ with Event

Time equal to Delivery Time plus a randomly selected value between 0 and the designated

Slack (or 0, if Slack is not specified).

[0117] 5) Set a Timer event Request (TIR) with the watermark detector for the Event

Time of the first event on the TEQ, translated to the receiver presentation timeline using the

Se ' ce Timestamp.

[0 ] Timestamp Calculations ; In order to effectively provide the intended service

that is associated with a primary content at the intended instant in time, it is important to

harmonize different timing information that may be provided based in differing timelines. In

particular, conversions among time values on the sen ice timeline, the receiver presentation

timeline, and the current time of day (e.g., UTC-based) timeline may be needed to allow

delivery of a particular service at the correct time instance with respect to the primary content

in conformance with the service provider's instructions. Such a harmonization and

conversion of timing values are particularly important when content playback occurs on a

time-delayed basis (e.g., in pre-recorded format, tape-delayed, etc.). The timing calculations

that are described below facilitate conversions between various timing information that may

be obtained from the service provider, the watermarks that are embedded in the content, the

watermark detector that extracts the embedded watermarks or other sources of timing

information.

[0119] Before describing the timing conversion equations, it is helpful to clarify the

disclosed nomenclature as follows. Time is a time value on a timeline, such as a UTC format

time or sampling interval (frame) count. Timeline is a reference frame for describing time,

represented as a linear scale against which time can be measured.

[0120] A timestamp is a data element which associates two times on two different

timelines that correspond to the same moment in time. A codestamp is a data element which

associates a watermark code with a time on a timeline.



[0121] Service Time is a time on the service timeline. Service timeline is a timeline

designated as a primary reference for synchronization of events to the watermark. Service

codestamp is a codestamp associating a watermark code in a watermark segment with a

service time . Service timestamp is timestamp representing a correspondence between a

receiver presentation time and a sen-ice time. As noted earlier, receiver presentation time is a

value on the receiver presentation timeline (i.e., a timeline on which an input audio stream to

the watermark detector is presented, synchronized to the video).

[01 22] The following example of a service codestamp is provided for clarification

purposes. A codestamp consists of a watermark code and a service time. The service time

identifies the starting boundary of a content interval in which the watermark is embedded.

For example, [(1 00, 3600, 0), 12/1 7/20 14 12:00am] s a codestamp where (100, 3600, 0) is

a watermark code consisting of a server code 0, an interval code 3600, and a trigger value

0; the 12/17/2014 12:00am is a UTC time value. This UTC time value can alternatively be

represented using a value 14 18774400 that is the number of seconds since January 1, 70

00:00:00, International Atomic Time (TAT)

[0123] A service timestamp (denoted by [tst,trt]) is calculated from a service

codestamp (denoted by [(¾<» where ( sc,iSc, sc) is a watermark payload containing

server code ss , interval code is , and trigger value T , and tsc indicates the time on the sendee

timeline associated with the starting boundary of the watermark payload embedded in content

carried in a service) and a receiver codestamp (denoted by [(sr ,ir .Tr ,tr \ , where (sr ,irc,Tr ) is

a watermark payload containing server code src, interval code irc, and trigger value Trc d trc

indicates the time on the receiver timeline associated with the starting boundary of the

watermark payload detected in content presented at a receiver) as:

[tst> = [l-5 ( c h ) + t s c , t r c ] (1).

[0124] n Equation ( 1) above, [t trt] indicates that a service time (denoted by ts ) is

associated with a time on the receiver timeline (denoted by trt) and the codestamp [(s, , T),t\

denotes that a watermark code with server code s, interval code , and trigger value T was

detected with its starting boundary at time t . Further, in Equation (1) above, the constant

value .5 represents the duration of the watermark message in seconds.

[ 25] The sendee timestamp | .... ,., | is used to translate a sendee time ts to a time tr

on the receiver timeline as using the following relationship:

t = + ί , ; - ) (2).

[01 26] The inverse of this relationship can likewise be used to translate from a

receiver time to a service time, as follows:



ts r (trt i (3).

[ 27] Alternate Watermark Client Approaches;

[0128] Alternate approaches to implementation of the Watermark Client are possible

to achieve similar desirable functionality. An alternative implementation achieves reduced

complexity and processing requirements by eliminating the timed event Queue and the Timer

Event of the Watermark Detector. In this case, all events included in a Recovery File at the

time the recovery file is processed. In this approach, the Service Messages are immediately

delivered to the designated Service Function along with the Delivery Time and the Service

Function can decide when to process the Sen ice Message. Service Files may be retrieved at

the time of Recovery File processing and designated recipient System Functions can be

notified of the availability and intended Delivery 'Time of those Service Files as they arrive.

Such an implementation may require additional logic the Service Functions to manage the

timing with which Service Messages and Service Files are processed and may also require

additional memory to store Service Messages and Service Files containing data that is not yet

needed by the Service Functions.

[0 29] Another alternative implementation approach includes the delivery of the

Sen-ice Time along with delivery of Sen ice Messages and Sen ice Files to Sen-ice

Functions.

[0130] Another alternative implementation includes a global or external timing source

in e receiver which is accessible by the watermark detector, the watermark client, and the

Service Functions. In this embodiment, the need for reliance on passing timing information

between these functions is reduced or eliminated.

[0 31] In another alternative implementation, the watermark detector does not report

timer events, but instead reports a watermark segment start (WSS) event in its place.

[0132] Query Protocol

[0133] A query is an HTTP GET using the exemplary URL template:

http://iServerCode>.^l.oty/atsc30/iInter\'alCodeKa3r . The fields {ServerCode} and

{IntervalCode} are replaced with the 8-character ASCII representation of the associated

fields from the most recently detected watermark code. The v .org root domain DNS

ensures that the query is directed to the sen-ice function server associated with the server

code. The server response is a Recover}' File in the format described below.

[0134] Recovery File Format : Recovery Files contain structure data fields (e.g.

XML) as described in Table 1 below.



- Exemplary Structure and Contents of A Recovery File

[0135] In Table 1 above, [ATSC 3.0 Version Format] is a version identifier for the

Recovery File in an encoding format designated by ATSC. Codestamp is a data element

containing an interval Code and a time in the ATSC Service Time format. [ATSC 3.0

Service Identifier Format] is a service identifier in an encoding format designated by ATSC

The format must designate an identifier to indicate that the content is not bound to a se dee

(e.g. content watermarked upstream from the broadcast service). [ATSC 3.0 Sendee Time



format] is a format designated by ATSC for identifying sendee time values. Trigger slack

identifies a maximum interval of time within w nch a query may be initiated subsequent to

detection of a trigger indication from the embedded watermarks.

[0136] The recovery file can include a plurality of timed events (shown as 0 through

N) that are received by the receiver device. Such events are executed or triggered at

associated times. This way, the receiver has the necessary knowledge of the type and number

of events that need to be processed ahead of time, and multiple queries to the service

provided can be avoided. Timed event has the structure described in Table 2 below.

Table 2 - Exemplary Structure and Contents of A Timed Event

File Delivery



approximate, but
should be an upper
bound)

Message Delivery

Service Function 1 [ATSC 3.0 Sendee [One of: Usage
Function Identifier] Monitoring,

Dynamic Ad,
Interactivity, A/V
Sync, Hybrid, etc.]

Message Data 1 [Binary or ASCII] Information to be
delivered

Query

Slack 0..1 Float Amount of service
time (in seconds)
beyond D ih e
Time for which

recovery
information is

provided in this
Recovery File

Null

0 - -

[0137] In Table 2 above, [LargelD] is a value in a sufficiently large space that values

can be assigned in a manner that can be reasonably assumed unique within a Watermark

Segment. In one example, the is a 64-bit unsigned integer. [ATSC 3.0 Sendee Function

identifier] is an identifier of an ATSC 3.0 sendee function such as Usage Monitoring, Hybrid

Service, Interactive Sendee, A V Sync, Dynamic Ad Insertion to which this event is targeted.

A V Sync event is a timed event for enabling synchronization between audio and video

components. For example, a time point of the video in a timed event for video is

synchronized with a time point in another timed event for audio Event Type is an identified

of either a File Delivery' Event or a Message Delivery Event. [ATSC 3.0 Sendee Information

Destination] is a folder or other location designation defined by ATSC 3.0. URL is a W3C-

compliant Uniform Resource Locator. [Binary or ASCII] is a format for encoding of



message data to Service Functions defined by ATSC 3.0. Slack is maximum interval value

within which a query to the server can be delayed. Similar to the above discussions regarding

Trigger Slack, slack provides a practical measure that enables the associated queries initiated

by multiple receivers to be spread over the slack time interval.

[0138] FIG. 7 illustrates a set of exemplary operations that can be carried out to

acquire information related to a primary content in accordance with an exemplary

embodiment. At 702, a primary content at a receiver device. At 704, one or more

watermark messages that are embedded in the primary content are extracted to obtain a server

code and an interval code. The one or more watermark messages can be extracted using a

watermark detector that it implemented at least partially in electronic circuits. At 706, a

query is initiates to a metadata server based on the information obtained from the one or more

watermark messages. At 708, service recovery information is received at the receiver device.

The service recovery information includes information that identifies one or more timed

events, and each timed event identifies an operation to be performed by the receiver dev ice at

a corresponding instance in time as the primary content is being presented by the receiver

device. At 7 0, one or more operations identified by the one or more timed events are

initiated at the corresponding instance(s) in time.

[0139] In one exemplary embodiment, the sen ice recovery information includes the

following information corresponding to the one or more timed events: a delivery time

representing a time at which the associated timed event is scheduled to occur, and one or

more of the following: a uniform resource locator (URL) associated with a file containing

event information, or message data containing event information. In another exemplary

embodiment, the service recovery information is received as one or more service recovery

files, and the service recovery information includes a service codestamp and a service

identifier. The sen ice codestamp maps an associated interval code to a service time which is

a time value on a service timeline associated with a service, and the service identifier is an

identifier for a service associated with the primary content.

[0140] According to another exemplary embodiment, the above note method further

includes computing a sendee timestamp using the service codestamp and a receiver

codestamp, and storing the service timestamp and the service identifier in a storage device of

the receiver device. n yet another exemplary embodiment, the service recovery information

includes a trigger slack value that identifies a maximum interval of time within which a query-

can be initiated subsequent to detection of a trigger indication. For example, the trigger



indication can be produced upon detection of a change in value of a trigger field of the one or

more watermark messages that are extracted from the primary content.

[0141] n another exemplar} embodiment, the service recovery information includes a

delivery time associated with each timed event representing a time at which the associated

timed event is scheduled to occur, and an event type that specifies one of a file delivery,

message delivery, query or null events. In this embodiment, the above noted method further

includes (for each timed event): upon a determination that the delivery time is earlier than a

sen-ice time, discarding the timed event; upon a determination that the event type is a file

delivery event, adding the timed event to a timed event queue; upon a determination that the

event type is a message deliver}- event, adding the timed event to a timed event queue with

event time equal to the delivery time; upon a determination that the event type is a query,

adding the timed event to the timed event queue with event time equal to the delivery time

plus (a) a randomly selected value between zero and a predetermined slack value, or (b) zero,

if the slack value is not specified. In yet another embodiment, the above noted method

additionally includes providing, to the watermark detector, a timer event request (TIR)

associated with earliest event in the timed queue event and having a time value that is

translated to a receiver presentation timeline. The receiver presentation timeline represents a

timeline that is controlled by the receiver device on which audio components of the primary

content input to the watermark detector are presented in synchronization with video

components of the primary content.

[0142] Another aspect of the disclosed embodiments relates to a device that includes

a processor and a memory including processor-executable code. The processor executable

code, when executed by the processor, causes the device to access a primary content and

extract, by a watermark detector, one or more watermark messages that are embedded in the

primary content to obtain a server code and an interval code. The processor executable code,

when executed by the processor, further causes the device to initiate a query to a metadata

server based on the information obtained from the one or more watermark messages, and

receive service recovery information at the device. The service recovery information

includes information that identifies one or more timed events, where each of the plurality of

timed events identifies an operation to be performed at a corresponding instance in time as

the primary content is being presented or accessed by the device. The processor executable

code, when executed by the processor, further causes the device to initiate one or more

operations identified by the timed events at the corresponding instance(s) in time.



[0143] Another aspect of the disclosed embodiments relates to a method for

recovering lost metadata of a primary broadcast content that includes extracting a watermark

message from a primary broadcast content that is received at a receiver device to obtain a

server code and an interval code, and initiating a query to a metadata server that is identified

using the server code, the query further including the interval code. This method further

includes receiving information at the receiver device from the metadata sever that enables

retrieval of lost metadata as service recovery information. The service recover}' information

includes a plurality of timed events, where each timed event includes a service identifier and

a service timing information. The service identifier identifies a service associated with the

primary broadcast content and the service timing information identifies an execution time of

an operation to be performed as the primary content is being presented by the receiver device.

[0144] FIG. 8 is a exemplary system architecture that illustrates content redistribution

and service signal recovery in accordance with an exemplary embodiment. One or both of

the audio and video streams are embedded with watermarks using watermark embedders 802,

804. The encoding, multiplexing and other processing 806 includes components that enable

content encoding, multiplexing and oilier content processing (if needed). Service signaling

recovery server(s) 808 enable delivery of service signaling to the client device (s) 824.

interactive sendees, advertisements, and other advanced broadcast data and services 8 0 may

also be stored, and subsequently retrieved and provided to the client device(s) 824. The

encoded content (e.g., main program including in-stream service signaling) can be provided

to MVPS 4, and delivered to a set top box 816. The set top box 6 provides the main

program to the client device(s) 814, which may be a TV 8 8, a Laptop 820, a Tablet 822 or

another device that is capable of receiving the media content. Content delivery from the set

top box 8 6 to the client device(s) 824 can take place via HDMI, Dash over Ethernet, DASH

over WiFi, or other wired or wireless communication protocols and channels. The disclosed

embodiments use service signaling recovered through digital watermarks to enable broadcast

services for both non-real-time and live broadcasting of a primary content.

[0145] In the sections that follow example implementations are described that

primarily focus on providing targeted advertisements ("targeted ads" or "ads") as a broadcast

sen-ice. It is, however, understood, that the disclosed embodiments can also be applied to

other broadcast services such as secondary audio, catch-up TV services, video on demand

(VOD), interactive features, multi-view video and Internet applications. The service

signaling that is used to enable targeted advertisements is also sometimes referred to as

targeted advertisement insertion signaling or simply ads signaling.



[0146] As discussed earlier, targeted advertising is a type of advertising whereby

advertisements are placed so as to reach consumers based on various traits such as

demographics, psychographics, behavioral variables (such as product purchase history),

firmographics or other second-order activities which serve as a proxy for these traits. In

some embodiments ads signaling includes (1) the timing information that specifies when one

or more ads are inserted, (2) identification information about the ads (e.g., which targeted ad

is inserted for a specific geographic region), and (3) location information where the ads can

be accessed (e.g., the URLs of the ads, or the file names in a local cache). Society of Cable

and Television Engineers (SCTE) 35, Digital Program Insertion Cueing Message for Cable, is

an example of ads signaling standardized by the MVPD industry. For Over-the-air

broadcasting (from TV stations to TV's) or MVPD distribution (from cab e headends to set-

tip-box) such ads signaling is often carried as in-strearn metadata in media streams such as

ISO Base Media File Format (ISOBMFF) or MPEG-2 Transport Stream (MPEG-2 TS).

[0147] In redistribution scenarios where service signaling associated with the primary

program is lost, such signaling must be recovered from external sources in order to enable the

associated services. The following examples, describe recovery of such lost service signaling

based on watermarks that are embedded in the primary program. In some embodiments, ads

signaling includes at least the following fields: (a) timing information that specifies when the

ads are inserted; (b) duration of ads or the timing information when ads insertion ends; and

(c) information about the ads including ads identifiers, URLs or local file names to obtain the

ads.

[0148] Exemplary Query Events to Obtain Ads Signaling : The process of service

signaling recovery is typically triggered by query events. For example, a query event may be

initiated upon occurrence of one or more of the following: (1) the client device detects an

event flag embedded as in one or more watermark in the pri mar ' program, which may also

contain additional information that allows the client to resolve a URL of an ads signaling

recovery server; (2) the client device detects a discontinuity in the main program caused by,

for example, a channel switch, a pause or a trick play initiated by the consumer on the client

device (e.g., a personal video recorder (PVR)); (3) the client device detects in-stream events

such as an "emsg" box in ISOBMFF; (4) occurrence of application-level descriptive events

such as DASH events specified as period-level event streams in a Media Presentation

Description (MPD). Two types of events are defined in DASH: MPD validity and period-

level event stream.



[0149] In an exemplary embodiment, once one of the above query events occurs, the

client device sends a request to a service signaling recovery server to access service

signaling. The URL of the service signaling recovery server can be obtained from the

watermark information as described earlier. One exemplary query event includes at least the

following fields: (a) a location such as URL where the ads signaling can be obtained; (b)

timing information which specifies a location (e.g., a video frame) on the presentation

timeline of the primary content (examples of such timing information can be a Universal

Time Clock (UTC) value of broadcast service time for linear TV, or a watermark timecode

that can be mapped to a service time); and (c) a duration between the current media time and

a future media time, within which the service signaling of all ads associated with the duration

can be accessed.

[0150] Exemplary Delivery of Ads Signaling : The ads signaling can be delivered

using various methods, such as: (a) delivery as in-stream metadata of a media format such as

MPEG-2 TS and ISOBMFF; (b) delivery as part of application-level manifest such as DASH

MPD proposed by DASH Industry- Forum ("Ad Insertion in DASH"); (c) delivery by HTTP

servers as a file. The sen-ice signaling for one or more broadcast services associated with a

period of content (e.g., a content segment, or fixed duration such as a watermark interval at

1.5s) can be stored as a service signaling file at a service signaling recovery server.

[0151] When service signaling is delivered as a file via HTTP, the file may contain

remote elements for later resolution. Resolution or dereferencing of a remote element is a

process that obtains the content referred by the remote element and replaces the remote

element and any other part of the file with the obtained content of the remote element in the

signaling file. A remote element includes two attributes: 1) a URL pointing to a web location

from where the complete content of the remote element can be obtained, and 2) the method

specifying when the remote element will be resolved. One method is to resolve the remote

element once a client device receives the sendee signaling file in which the remote elements

are contained in the beginning of the file. Another method is to resolve the remote element

once the client's parser of the signaling file reaches and accesses the remote elements. With

the second method, the remote elements may be specified in any place of a service signaling

file.

[0152] The remote elements in service signaling file allows for later binding of

broadcast sendees such as dynamic and targeted ads insertion, or updates and control of

broadcast services. Such later binding allows the broadcaster to enable real-time sales and

delivery of ads breaks. For example, a broadcaster can populate a sendee signaling file for a



live content that contains a remote element and specifies ads insertion. Initially, the remote

element cannot be resolved or can be resolved to empty content. Later, the broadcaster

populates more targeted ads signaling as resolved content of the remote element as

advertisers bought more ads breaks.

[0153] The remote element also enables deliver}' of the broadcast sendees provided

by program producers, networks, and local stations using a single service signaling file. For

example, a sen'ice signaling file produced by a local station may include a remote element

that can be resolved to the sendee signaling produced by the broadcast networks. Moreover,

the network's sendee signaling resolved from local station's service signaling file may also

contain a remote element that can be resolved to the sendee signaling of a program producer.

4 Exemplary Ads Insertion and Interactive Sendees : In some embodiments,

targeted ads insertion and an interactive sendee, such as a live poll of a TV program being

watched by a viewer, may take place in parallel. While the interactive sendee is active, a

targeted ad s inserted to replace the TV program but keep the interactive sendee alive. In

another scenario, during a targeted ad, an interactive sendee is activated. In this case, sendee

signaling for both ads insertion and interactive sendee may be delivered to the client device

as a single se dee file.

[0155] FIG. 9 (A) illustrates two different scenarios for presentation of an

advertisement and an interactive sen ice associated with a main or primary program. In the

first scenario (on the left side of FIG. 9(A)), ad insertion is initiated after the interactive

sen'ice has started and ends while the interactive sen'ice is still being presented. In the

second scenario (on the right side of FIG. 9(A)), ad insertion is initiated first, then the

interactive service is started and the ad ends while the interactive sendee is still being

presented. In both scenarios, each of these sendees (i.e., targeted ad and interactive sendee)

are initiated and terminated independently of the life cycle of the other service. Once a

service ends, it returns to the main program. den the main program changes (e.g., a

channel change initiated by the consumer), both associated services end.

[0156] In other cases, a targeted ad may be associated with an active interactive

sendee, or vice versa. In both cases, the interactive sendee and targeted ad insertion are

dependent at least another sendee. For example, when a first service ends, the second sen ice

that is dependent on the first service also ends automatically. Again, the service signaling for

both sendees can be delivered to the client as a single service signaling file. FIG. 9(B)

illustrates a scenario for presentation of a nested advertisement that its presence depends on



the associated interactive service. F G. 9(C) illustrates a scenario for presentation of a nested

interactive service that its presence depends on the associated advertisement.

[0157] Exemplary Server-side Targeted Ads Insertion after Redistribution : FIG. 10 is

a system architecture that enables server-side ads insertion after content redistribution for a

use case where the service signaling in the main program is lost. In this case, a home

streaming server (e.g., home gateway) 1002 receives the main program from a set-top box

via, for example, DM , and streams the program through a home network 020 to other

player devices such as a tablet or a TV within a home network, collectively shown as the

client device 10 . As shown in FIG. , watermark information is used to recover service

signaling. In one exemplar}' scenario, the audio signal after being processed by the decoder

1004 is provided to a watermark client 1006. Once the watermark client 006 that includes,

or is coupled to, a watermark detector detects a content segment discontinuity (e.g. caused by

start of a new content segment or channel change) or a query event flag, it sends a request to

a service signaling recovery server 1010 (e.g., via a protocols described earlier), and receives

ads signaling that enables insertion of one or more advertisements. The sen ice signaling

recovery server 1010 can be configured in the client device and/or identified using a URL

resolver of service signaling recovery server based on part of the watermark information.

[0158] Once the ads signaling is recovered, targeted ads can be delivered using

established protocols and methods. For example, when the ads signaling are in the form of an

SCTE 35 message, the targeted ads are delivered in accordance with the SCTE standard.

[0159] FIG. further illustrates another scenario where both broadcast programs and

targeted ads are delivered to clients via MPEG DASH streaming protocol. The information

about splicing between ma program and targeted ads is determined and included in an MPD

at the time when the MPD is generated. In case where the ads insertion is unknown at the

time of MPD generation, DASH events on a client can be used to trigger the MPD update (as

proposed by the DASH Industry). A DASH event may occur when a client reaches the

expiration time of an MPD or detects a message in ISOBMFF boxes of type "emsg". Once

any event occurs, the client requests for an MPD update, in which ads signaling for

advertisement insertion may be added, removed, or changed.

[0160] Referring back to FIG. 10, the ads signaling is provided to an MPD generator

1008 that generates a customized MPD for each group of clients based on client profile

information provided by the clients and/or built by the ads decision server based on the

behavior and history of the clients. In this exemplary scenario of FIG. 10, both program and

targeted ads share the same MPD generator 1008 and content segment packager 1014 that



receives the main program through a transcoder 1012. The packager 1014 receives the

targeted ads through a cloud ads server 1016.

[0161] Exemplar y Client-side Targeted Ads Insertion after Redistribution : FIG.

shows an exemplary architecture for targeted advertisement insertion at the client side, using

the service signaling recovered based on watermark information extracted from broadcast

program. The system of FIG. includes a client device 20 which receives the main

content from a set top box 1118 through, for example, an HDMI interface. The client device

120 includes a watermark client 0 that includes, or is coupled to, a watermark detector.

The watermark client 0 communicates with the ads signaling recovery server URL

resolver 108, which communicates with an ads signaling recovery server 106. The ads

signaling recover}' server 1 06 is in communication with a targeted ads decision server 1 4,

which is coupled to a traffic system 102. Traffic system 02 selects content items such as

program segment and advertisements for inclusion in the broadcast service and includes those

items in the broadcast service at the appropriate time on the service timeline. Prior to the

airing of an advertisement in the service for which alternative targeted advertisements are

also available for delivery to specific groups receivers, the traffic system 2 may notify the

targeted ads decision server 104 of information about the scheduled advertisement and the

alternative targeted advertisements. The targeted ads decision server 04 employs this

information to select appropriate alternative targeted advertisements. Information regarding

the alternative targeted advertisements is transmitted by the targeted ads decision server 4

to the ads signaling recovery server 1106. T e watermark client 1110 receives the ads

signaling from the ads signaling recovery server 106.

[0162] The client device 20 in the exemplary architecture of FIG. includes two

separate media players: the ads player 14 and program player 2 for playback of the ads

and the primary program content, respectively. However, in some implementations, only a

single player is provided. In the former case with two players, the switcher/splicer

component 6 switches or slices the output of the media players based on the start and end

times of the targeted ads specified in ads signaling. In the latter case with only one player

(not shown), the switcher/splicer is placed before the player and provides either the ads or the

primary program content (typically in compressed form) to the single media player based on

the same ads signaling. In either implementation, the timing of the ads insertion is specified

in terms of the program's presentation time on the client device.

[0163] Obtaining Ads Signaling : In one exemplary scenario, the watermark client

component that includes, or is coupled to, a watermark detector receives the audio data from



a media player thai plays the main program (via a distribution source such as MVPD or Over-

the-top (OTT) over HDMI interface. n some exemplary scenarios, when the watermark

client component detects a content segment discontinuity or a query event flag, it sends a

request to a se ee signaling recovery server and receives the ads signaling. Compared to

the architectures that use an in-stream ads signaling, the service signaling recovered from

watermarks embedded in the primary program enables faster advertisement insertion (e.g., in

live broadcasts), and avoids frequent MPD updates. In the architecture shown in FIG. ,

once a decision for ads insertion is made during a live broadcast, the ads signaling of this ad

insertion (including the insertion time on the program presentation timeline, a identifiers,

and ad server locations, etc.) is directly delivered to the ads signaling recovery server 1106

via broadband using, for example, Internet push technologies. Such direct delivery via

broadband is usually faster than the in-stream delivery where various delays (e.g., broadcast

transmissions delays) can be introduced.

[0164] Examples of Timeline for Ads Insertion:

[ 65] Example 1 : Use media player's timers for inserting targeted ads : Once the

client receives the ads signaling, it sets a timeout value of a timer in the main program player

according to the media presentation time of the main program. The timeout value (Tl) is the

difference between the current time and the actual ads insertion time specified in the ads

signaling, both specified with referenced to the presentation timeline. In some embodiments,

the client device uses the URL that is obtained from the ads signaling to buffer the

advertisements if the ads are not locally cached. Once the timeout (Tl) is reached, the main

program player triggers the switcher component to (1) perform targeted ad insertion by

switching the output of the ads player as the output of the client device, and (2) set a timeout

value (T2) of a timer in the ads player as the duration of the ad. Once the timeout (T2) is

reached, the ads player triggers the switcher component to switch the output of the client

device back to the output of the main program player.

[0166] Both program player and ads player use a common presentation timeline that

is based on an internal or external clock that generates accurate clock ticks with sufficient

frequency. Depending on the client implementation, such clock can be an internal clock

reference carried in the media stream such as Program Clock Reference (PCR), an audio

sample counter, as an external clock such as an audio renderer, a timing server, a Network

Time Protocol (NTP) server or a system clock.

[0167] Example 2 : Use wall clock timer for inserting targeted ads : In an alternate

embodiment, wail clock time (i.e., real time of day) is used for ads insertion is used instead of



the player's presentation times. This approach can significantly simplify the interfaces

between ads switcher and players, and can also allow for scheduling the ad insertion far in

advance of the actual insertion time based on the broadcast schedule defined in the ads

signaling and wall clock time. On the other hand, wall clock timer may not have sufficient

precision for frame-accurate insertion, may not support insertion during trick plays (e.g., fast

forward, rewind, etc.), and may not be suitable for video-on-demand or pre-recorded content.

6 Example 3 : Use watermark timecodes for inserting targeted ads : In some

implementations, the watermark client provides information including the exact insertion

point (e.g., with sample level granularity) to the switcher. This information can be provided

based on the extracted watermark messages using the start of a watermark interval and an

offset (e.g., the number of samples) from such start. In this context, examples of a sample

include a video frame, an encoded audio frame, or a PCM audio sample.

[0169] FIG. 12 illustrates an example ads insertion using timing information based on

the embedded watermark messages. In this example, it is assumed that an audio watermark

message has a duration of .5 seconds. As shown FIG. 2, the insertion point of the Ad is

specified by (n x .5) + mir, where n is the start of the last watermark interval prior to the ads

insertion point, 1.5 is the duration of a watermark interval, m is the number of samples

between the end of the watermark n interval and the ads insertion point, and r is the sample

rate of the program content in which the watermark is originally embedded. The time

instance of the insertion point is also the time of the last sample prior to insertion on the

presentation timeline of the client. If the sample rate of the program being rendered is

different from r, an adjustment can be made in order to calculate the start of insertion point.

Exemplary Service Signaling Update during Ads Insertion : In a configuration

of the client as shown in FIG. , the watermark client continuously receives the decoded

audio from the program player and performs watermark detection during ads insertion or

performing other broadcast services such as interactive functions. In this case, the watermark

can be continuously used as a communication channel for broadcasters to update the service

signaling for various purposes. Some examples using the watermark-enabled service

signaling update include: (a) terminating a service earlier than scheduled; (b) terminate one

sen-ice and start another service; or (c) resume a sendee after the end of another service.

[0171] An example of how to use a watermark-enabled service signaling update to

terminate ads insertion is described below. In this example, ads signaling includes the

duration and/or ending time of an ad insertion. In addition, it is also possible to use a

watermark flag that either generates a query event for an ads signaling update from a senice



signaling recovery server, or is embedded directly in the program for signaling termination of

an ads insertion. Once a decision for early termination of an ads insertion is made (e.g., at

the broadcaster end), a specific watermark flag is embedded in the main program. f the flag

generates a query event, the ads signaling at the ads signaling recovery server is updated

immediately so that such updated ads signaling provides the client device with instructions

when to terminate the ad insertion after the client receives the updated ads signaling.

[0 2] Continuing with the above example, once the watermark client detects such

watermark flag or receives an ads signaling update indicating immediate terminate of the ads

insertion, the watermark client provides a corresponding message or signal to switcher

component to cause the program that is output from the client device to switch to the

immediately switch from the ads player to the program player. Using a watermark flag

enables the switcher to switch to the main program earlier than the scheduled time (e.g.,

defined either by ending time or duration). Further, such a mechanisms provides additional

real-time signaling to terminate ads insertion for use cases such as unexpected start or end of

alive content.

[0173] n some embodiments, the program player does not receive the main program,

or alternatively suspends processing the main program, during the ads insertion. As a result,

in these scenarios, the watermark client wi l not receive the audio from the program player

during ads insertion. In this case, the option to terminate an ad using the watermark flag can

be disabled.

[0174] Exemplary Considerations for Ads Insertion Decision by Server or Client :

Client devices can be identified by cookies or IP addresses when they request for sendee

signaling. The preference and profile of each client can be stored in sen ice signaling

recovery server (or a separate targeted ads decision server coupled to the service signaling

recovery server) and/or at the client device. The targeted ads decision server can create

service signaling fiies for each target category based on clients' preferences and profiles, and

ads inventory.

[0175] In one embodiment, the targeted ads decision is made by the service signaling

recovery server based on the identification of a client (e.g., using the unique ID stored as a

cookie on the client). Once a client requests for sen-ice signaling, t e server selects and

delivers an ads signaling file associated with specific ads that match the profile of the client

for each ads insertion point.

[0176] In another embodiment, the service signaling recovery server returns an ads

signaling file with information regarding all possible ads, independent of clients' profiles, for



each ads insertion point. In this case, the client can use locally-stored preferences file(s) to

select one of the ads for each insertion point.

[0177] n another embodiment, a hybrid approach provides flexibility for both the

server and the client. In this hybrid method, the service signaling recover}' server can first

select and return ads based on client's profile stored on the server, and the client can further

use the locally stored preference to select one of the ads for each insertion point.

[0178] Additional Ads Insertion Examples : FIG. 13 shows an example of a client-side

ads insertion. When the user switches to a new channel (e.g., from Channel # 1 to Channel

#2) at Tl, the watermark client is activated to send a query to a service signaling recovery

server to fetch ads signaling, start buffer the ad that is to be presented (e.g., at 08::25:00:000),

and set a timeout (e.g., seconds) corresponding to the start time of the ad. At T2, the

switcher receives a timeout event from the main program player and it makes a switch to the

ads player. At the same time, the ads player sets a timeout (e.g., 30 seconds) that corresponds

to the duration of the ad. At T3, the switcher receives a timeout event from the ads player

and then it makes a switch back to the main program player.

[0179] Several events may happen between T l and T3 as follows. (1) If the user

switches to a new channel between T l and T2 (e.g., Channel 3 - not shown) prior to the ads

insertion, the scheduled ads insertion may be cancelled. (2) If the user switches to a new

channel during playback of the ads (i.e., between T2 and T3), the switcher may switch to the

main program player (i.e., the program of the new channel), and terminate the ads player. (3)

During playback of the ads (i.e., between T2 and T3), a scheduled interactive service that is

associated with the ads (as shown in FIG. 9(B)) is launched by the client's interactive service

function. When the ads end, the switcher terminates the interactive service or informs the

interactive se ' ice function to terminate the interactive se ' ice (if it has not already ended).

(4) Between T l and T3, an interactive service that is associated with Channel #2 is launched

as an overlap on either the main program or the ads. In this case, both interactive sen-ice and

the ad can be presented in parallel is shown in FIG. 9(A), and end independently.

[0180] FIG. 14 illustrates a set of operations that can be carried out method for

presentation of an advertisement associated with a primary content in accordance with an

exemplary embodiment. At 1402, the primary content is received at a receiver device

without at least a portion of an associated metadata related to presentation of advertisements.

The receiver device includes a watermark client and a watermark detector that are coupled to

one another. At 1404, one or more watermark messages are extracted from the primary

content using the watermark detector. The one or more extracted watermark messages



include information that enables identification of a metadata server and at least one interval

of the primary content. At 1406, using the information extracted from the one or more

watermark messages, a query is initiated by the watermark client for receiving advertisement

signaling information. At 1408, the advertisement signaling information is received at the

watermark client from a metadata server. The advertisement signaling information includes

timing information of one or more advertisements associated with the primary content. At

1410, based on the advertisement signaling information, a timer request is initiated by the

watermark client. The timer request specifies a particular time instance at which the

watermark client is to be notified by the watermark detector, where the particular time

instance is measured based on a presentation timeline of the primary content. At 1412, a

timer event notification is received at the watermark client from the watermark detector

indicating that the particular time instance has been reached. At 1414, in response to

receiving the timer event notification at the watermark detector, presentation of a particular

advertisement at the particular time instance is initiated.

[ 81] In one exemplary embodiment, the method of FIG. 14 further includes,

subsequent to initiating the query, receiving and buffering the particular advertisement s

content from a communication network coupled to the receiver device. The communication

network, in one embodiment, is a broadband communication network. In another

embodiment, receiving the primary content includes receiving the primary content through a

high-definition multimedia interface (HDMl) interface of the receiver device. In yet anotlier

exemplary embodiment, he receiver device is one of a television set, a tablet, a mobile phone

or a personal computer.

[0182] According to another embodiment, the receiver device includes a program

player, an advertisement player and a switcher, and initiating presentation of the particular

advertisement comprises using the switcher to route the output of the advertisement player to

an output of the receiver device.

[0183] In another exemplary embodiment, the receiver device is one of a home

gateway or a streaming server that receives the primary content, the advertisement signaling

information and the particular advertisement's content, and transmits the primary program in

addition to the particular advertisement's content to a client device for presentation. In one

embodiment, the client device is one of a television set, a tablet, a mobile phone or a personal

computer. In another embodiment, the home gateway or a streaming server includes media

presentation description (MPD) generator, and information regarding splicing between the



primary and the particular advertisement is included in an MPD by the MPD generator and

transmitted to the client device.

[0184] According to another embodiment, the particular advertisement is a targeted

advertisement that is selected based on one or more of: a viewer's preferences, a viewer's

location, a receiver device's internet protocol (IP) address, a time at which the primary

content is being viewed, a viewer s demographics, psychographic factors, or a viewer's past

activities. In yet another exemplary embodiment, the information extracted from the one or

more watermark messages that enables identification of a metadata server includes a server

code and an interval code, and the query is initiated upon a determination that at least the

server code differs from a previously extracted server code. In yet another exemplar,

embodiment, the query is initiated upon a detection of a channel change of the primary

program.

[0185] In one exemplary embodiment, the watermark detector receives an audio

portion of the primary content, and extracting the one or more watermark messages includes

extracting the one or more watermark message from the audio portion. In this embodiment,

an insertion point of the particular advertisement is specified by L) +mlr, where is a

start location of a last complete watermark message prior to the insertion point of the

particular advertisement, L is duration of each of the one or more watermark messages, m is a

number of samples between an end location of watermark n and the insertion point of the

particular advertisement, and r is a sample rate of the primary content.

[0186] FIG. 15 illustrates a block diagram of a device 1500 within which various

disclosed embodiments may be implemented. The device 1 00 comprises at least one

processor 504 and/or controller, at least one memory 1502 unit that is in communication

with the processor 1504, and at least one communication unit 1506 that enables the exchange

of data and information, directly or indirectly, through the communication link 508 with

oilier entities, devices, databases and networks. The communication unit 1506 may provide

wired and/or wireless communication capabilities in accordance with one or more

communication protocols, and therefore it may comprise the proper transm itter/receiver,

antennas, circuitry and ports, as well as the encoding/decoding capabilities that may be

necessary for proper transmission and/or reception of data and other information. The

exemplary device 1500 of FIG. may be integrated as part of any devices or components

described in this document to carry out any of the disclosed methods.

[0187] The components or modules thai are described in connection with the

disclosed embodiments can be implemented as hardware, software, or combinations thereof.



For example, a hardware implementation can include discrete analog and/or digital

components that are, for example, integrated as part of a printed circuit board. Alternatively,

or additionally, the disclosed components or modules can be implemented as an Application

Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC) and/or as a Field Programmable Crate Array (FPGA)

device. Some implementations may additionally or alternatively include a digital signal

processor (DSP) that is a specialized microprocessor with an architecture optimized for the

operational needs of digital signal processing associated with the disclosed functionalities of

this application.

[0188] Various embodiments described herein are described in the general context of

methods or processes, which may be implemented in one embodiment by a computer

program product, embodied in a computer-readable medium, including computer-executable

instructions, such as program code, executed by computers in networked environments. A

computer-readable medium may include removable and non-removable storage devices

including, but not limited to, Read Only Memory (ROM), Random Access Memory (RAM),

compact discs (CDs), digital versatile discs (DVD), Blu-ray Discs, etc. Therefore, the

computer-readable media described in the present application include non-transitory storage

media. Generally, program modules may include routines, programs, objects, components,

data structures, etc. that perform particular tasks or implement particular abstract data types.

Computer-executable instructions, associated data structures, and program modules represent

examples of program code for executing steps of the methods disclosed herein. The

particular sequence of such executable instructions or associated data structures represents

examples of corresponding acts for implementing the functions described in such steps or

processes.

[0189] For example, one aspect of the disclosed embodiments relates to a computer

program product that is embodied on a on-transitory computer readable medium. The

computer program product includes program code for carrying out any one or and/or all of

the operations of the disclosed embodiments.

[0190] The foregoing description of embodiments has been presented for purposes of

illustration and description. The foregoing description is not intended to be exhaustive or to

limit embodiments of the present invention to the precise form disclosed, and modifications

and variations are possible in light of the above teachings or may be acquired from practice of

various embodiments. The embodiments discussed herein were chosen and described in

order to explain the principles and the nature of various embodiments and its practical

application to enable one skilled in the art to utilize the present invention in various



embodiments and with various modifications as are suited to the particular use contemplated.

The features of the embodiments described herein may be combined in all possible

combinations of methods, apparatus, modules, systems, and computer program products, as

well as in different sequential orders. Any embodiment may further be combined with any

oilier embodiment.



WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1. A method for acquiring i orma on related to a primary content, comprising:

accessing a primary content at a receiver device;

extracting one or more watermark messages that are embedded in the primary

content to obtain a server code and an interval code, the one or more watermark messages

extracted using a watermark detector that it implemented at least partially in electronic

circuits;

initiating a query to a metadata server based on information extracted from the one

or more watermark messages;

receiving service recovery information at the receiver device, the service recovery-

information comprising information that identifies one or more timed events, each timed

event identifying an operation to be performed at a corresponding instance in time as the

primary content is being presented by the receiver device; and

initiating one or more operations identified by the one or more timed events at the

corresponding instance(s) in time.

2 . The method of claim 1, wherein the sendee recovery information comprises the

following information corresponding to the one or more timed events:

a delivery time representing a time at which the associated timed event is

scheduled to occur, and one or more of the following:

a uniform resource locator (URL) associated with a file containing event

information; or

message data containing event information.

3 . The method of claim 1, wherein the service recovery information is received as

one or more service recovery files, and the service recovery information includes a service

codestamp and a service identifier, wherein:

the service codestamp maps an associated interval code to a sen ice time which is a

time value on a service timeline associated with a service, and

the service identifier is an identifier for a service associated with the primary

content.



4 . The method of claim 3, further comprising:

computing a se dee time stamp using the service codestamp and a receiver

codestamp; and

storing the service timestamp and the sendee identifier in a storage device of the

receiver device.

5. The method of claim 4, wherein :

the service codestamp includes the associated interval code, i s , and a service time

value, t s c , on the serv ice timeline associated with a starting boundary of the one or more

watermark messages, and

the service timestamp is computed using the following relationship:

-t ] = e ) + t s h e , wherein

the service timestamp is represented by

tr c represents a time value on a receiver presentation timeline associated with the

starting boundary of the one or more watermark messages,

ire represents the interval code extracted from the one or more watermark messages

by the receiver device, and

D is a duration of each extracted atermark message.

6 . The method of claim 5, wherein the duration of each extracted watermark message

is 1.5 seconds.

7 . The method of claim 3, wherein the sendee recovery information includes a trigger

slack value that identifies a maximum interval of time within which a query can be initiated

subsequent to detection of a trigger indication.

8 . The method of claim 7, wherein the trigger indication is produced upon detection

of a change in value of a trigger field of the one or more watermark messages that are

extracted from the primary content.

9 . The method of claim 1, wherein the service recovery information includes a

deliver}' time associated with each timed event representing a time at which the associated

timed event is scheduled to occur, and an event type that specifies one of a file delivery,

message delivery, query or null events, the method further comprising:



for each timed event,

upon a determination that the delivery time is earlier than a service time,

discarding the timed event;

upon a determination that the event type is a file delivery event, adding the

timed event to a timed event queue;

upon a determination that the event type is a message delivery event, adding

the timed event to a timed event queue with event time equal to the delivery time;

upon a determination that the event type is a query, adding the timed event to

the timed event queue with event time equal to the delivery time plus (a) a randomly selected

value between zero and a predetermined slack value, or (b) zero, if the slack value is not

specified

10. The method of claim 9, further comprising:

providing, to the watermark detector, a timer event request (TIR) associated with

earliest event in the timed queue event and having a time value that is translated to a receiver

presentation timeline, the receiver presentation timeline representing a timeline that is

controlled by the receiver device on which audio components of the primary content input to

the watermark detector are presented in synchronization with video components of the

primary content.

11. A method for recovering lost metadata of a primary broadcast content, the method

comprising:

extracting a watermark message from the primary content that is received at a

receiver device to obtain a server code and an interval code;

initiating a query to a metadata server that is identified using the server code, the

query further including the interval code;

receiving information at the receiver device from the metadata sever that enables

retrieval of lost metadata as service recovery information, the service recovery information

including a plurality of timed events, each timed event including a sen'ice identifier and a

sen-ice timing information, wherein the service identifier identifies a sendee associated with

the primary content and the service timing information identifies an execution time of an

operation to be performed as the primary content is being presented by the receiver device.



a processor; and

a memory including processor-executable code, the processor executable code,

when executed by the processor, causes the device to:

access a primary content;

extract one or more watermark messages that are embedded in the primary content

to obtain a server code and an interval code, the one or more watermark messages extracted

using a watermark detector;

initiate a query to a metadata server based on information obtained from the one or

more watermarks;

receive service recovery information at the device, the service recovery

information comprising information that identifies one or more timed events, each timed

event identifying an operation to be performed at a corresponding instance in time as the

pr y content is being presented by the device; and

initiate one or more operations identified by the one or more timed events at the

corresponding instance(s) in time.

13 The device of claim 12, wherein the service recover}' information comprises the

following information corresponding to the one or more timed events:

a delivery time representing a time at w nch the associated timed event is

scheduled to occur, and one or more of the following:

a uniform resource locator (URL) associated with a file containing event

information; or

message data containing event information.

14. The device of claim 12, wherein the sendee recover}' information is received as

one or more service recovery files, and the service recovery information includes a service

codestamp and a service identifier, wherein:

the sendee codestamp maps an associated interval code to a sendee time which is a

time value on a service timeline associated with a service, and

the service identifier is an identifier for a service associated with the primary

content.



15. The device of claim 14, wherein the processor-executable code, when executed by

the processor, causes the device to:

compute a service timestamp using the service codestamp and a receiver

codestamp; and

store the service timestamp and the service identifier in a storage device.

16. The device of claim 15, wherein:

the service codestamp includes the associated interval code, is , and a service time

value, tsc, on the service timeline associated with a starting boundary of the one or more

watermark messages, and

the service timestamp is computed using the following relationship:

-t ] = e) + ts rc , wherein

the service timestamp is represented by

trc represents a time value on a receiver presentation timeline associated with the

starting boundary of the one or more watermark messages,

ire represents the interval code extracted from the one or more watermark messages

by the receiver device, and

D is a duration of each extracted watermark message.

17. The device of claim 16, wherein the duration of each extracted watermark message

is 1.5 seconds.

18. The device of claim 4, wherein the service recovery information includes a trigger

slack value that identifies a maximum interval of time within which a query can be initiated

subsequent to detection of a trigger indication.

1 . The device of claim 18, wherein the trigger indication is produced upon detection

of a change in value of a trigger field of the one or more watermark messages that are

extracted from the primary content.

20. The device of claim 12, wherein the service recovery information includes a

delivery time associated with each timed event representing a time at which the associated

timed event is scheduled to occur, and an event type that specifies one of a file delivery,



message delivery, query or null events, and the processor-executable code, when executed by

the processor, further causes the device to:

for each timed event,

upon a determination that the deliver}' time is earlier than the service time,

discard the timed event:

upon a determination that the event type is a file delivery event, add the timed

event to a timed event queue;

upon a determination that the event type is a message delivery event, add the

timed event to the timed event queue with event time equal to the delivery time;

upon a determination that the event type is a query, add the timed event to the

timed event queue with event time equal to the delivery time plus (a) a randomly selected

value between zero and a predetermined slack value, or (b) zero, if the slack value is not

specified.

. The device of claim 20, wherein the processor-executable code, when executed by

the processor further causes the device to:

provide, to the watermark detector, a timer event request (TIR) associated with

earliest event in the timed queue event and having a time value that is translated to a receiver

presentation timeline, the receiver presentation timeline representing a timeline that is

controlled by the device on which audio components of the primary content input to the

watermark detector are presented in synchronization with video components of the primary

content.

22. A device, comprising:

a processor; and

a memory including processor-executable code, the processor executable code,

when executed by the processor, causes the device to:

extract a watermark message from a received primary content to obtain a server

code and an interval code;

initiate a query to a metadata server that is identified using the server code, the

query further including the interval code;

receive information from the metadata sever that enables retrieval of lost metadata

as service recovery information, the sen-ice recoveiy information including a plurality of

timed events, each timed event including a service identifier and a service timing



information, wherein the sen-ice identifier identifies a service associated with the primary-

content and the service timing information identifies an execution time of an operation to be

performed as the primary content is being presented by the device

23. A computer program product, embodied on one or more non-transitory computer

readable media, comprising:

program code for accessing a primary content at a receiver device;

program code for extracting one or more watermark messages that are embedded

the primary content to obtain a server code and an interval code, the one or more

watermark messages extracted using a watermark detector;

program code for initiating a query to a metadata server based on information

extracted from the one or more watermark messages;

program code for receiving service recovery information at the receiver device, the

service recover} information comprising information that identities one or more timed

events, each timed event identifying an operation to be performed at a corresponding instance

time as the primary content is being presented by the receiver device; and

program code for initiating one or more operations identified by the one or more

timed events at the corresponding instance(s) in time.

24. A computer program product, embodied on one or more non-transitory computer

readable media, comprising:

program code for extracting a watermark message from the primary content that is

received at a receiver device to obtain a server code and an interval code;

program code for initiating a query to a metadata server that is identified using the

server code, the query further including the interval code;

program code for receiving information at the receiver device from the metadata

sever that enables retrieval of lost metadata as service recovery information, the service

recovery information including a plurality of timed events, each timed event including a

service identifier and a service timing information, wherein the service identifier identifies a

service associated with the primaiy content and the service timing information identifies an

execution time of an operation to be performed as the primary content is being presented by

the receiver device.
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